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Overview

Overview
These instructions will give you an overview over the possibilities of "Impress“ explained with an
small and easy example. It is provided that you have minor experiences with the handling of your
computer and your operating system (for example windows ®, Linux with the graphical
environment (X11)). It's also not possible to describe the whole menus in detail. If you need
assistance with the setup of OpenOffice.org, take a look at the "Getting Started-Guides“ or "First
Steps in OpenOffice.org Writer“.
If you want to re-do the given example, you'll need about one hour. After this training you'll be able
to create a new presentation with OpenOffice.org Impress.
It's not possible to give you guidelines how to form a "good“ presentation. This would be too much
for this document, named "first steps“.

Copyright and trademark information
The contents of this Documentation are subject to the Public Documentation License, Version 1.0
(the "License"); you may only use this Documentation if you comply with the terms of this
License. A copy of the License is available at:
http://www.openoffice.org/licenses/PDL.rtf
The Original Documentation is ”Erste Schritte in OpenOffice.org Impress”. The Initial Writer(s)
of the Original Documentation is/are Andreas Mantke Copyright © 2003. All Rights Reserved.
(Initial Writer contact(s):andreasma@openoffice.org.)
Contributor(s): Are listed in the section “modification and updates”.
Portions created by ______ are Copyright (C)_________[insert year(s)]. All Rights Reserved.
(Contributor contact(s):________________[insert hyperlink/alias]).
All trademarks within this guide belong to legitimate owners.
[Note: a copy of the PDL is included in this template and is also available at:
http://www.openoffice.org/licenses/PDL.rtf.]

Feedback
Please direct any comments or suggestions about this document to:
andreasma@openoffice.org

Acknowledgments
Initial author: Andreas Mantke
Corrections (of the German version): Klaus Endelmann, Helga Fischer, Michael Kirchner, Michael
Scheurer, Thomas Hackert
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Start of the first presentation
Start the program with the selection presentations in the group OpenOffice.org (or OpenOffice.org
Impress under Linux/KDE) in the start-menu.
The assistant of OpenOffice.org Impress appears. Under the guidance of the assistant you'll create
the basis of your presentation with only a few mouse-clicks.

You can prevent the automatic start of the assistant with a new presentation. For this
choose in the menu Tools > Options. In the new window select Presentation –
General and disable "start with assistant“ under "new document“.
Note: In OpenOffice.org 2.0 the options-dialogue is context-sensitive to the used
module. If you start an other module of OpenOffice.org, you can't see this dialogue.

Figure 1: presentation-assistant step 1

Since you haven't made a presentation choose "empty presentation“. Later on you can select your
own presentations and patterns.
Click on "Next“. The next dialogue appears:
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Figure 2: presentation-assistant step 2

You made here the decision for which medium you want to create your presentation (paper,
screen...). For the beginning choose "screen“. Assume the pre-installed setting with "Next“.

If you want to show your presentation with a beamer, choose also "screen“.
During the third step you can choose the change from one slide to the next.
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Figure 3: presentation-assistant step 3

For example, you can lay down, if the content of your slide will be changed through overlaying
from the left side... Take a look at the options. Maybe you're surprised about the possibilities of
Impress.
In the second drop-down-menu you can choose how fast the change will happen.
In the last selection you can automate your presentation (change of the portrayal or the slides after a
fixed time).
For the beginning, you should use the "standard presentation“. For this click – without any
changes – on "Create“.
After you have clicked on create, you'll see the working space of OpenOffice.org Impress with its
three parts. In the middle of the window, there is the film, which has OpenOffice.org created for
you. Since OpenOffice 2.0 it's the standard.
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Figure 4: The working space

On the left side of the window you can find in the standard setup of OpenOffice.org Impress the
"slides“-view. In this view you'll find all slides of your presentation which you've created. They
were in that order, which you've chosen. If you want to change the order, you can do it here. Click
on the slide and move it with pressed left mouse button at the new place and let the mouse button
go of.
On the right side you'll see the floating window of the templates (also known as the "stylist“). You
can reach this window by pressing on the button <F11> or over the menu with Format >
Templates.
For showing not too many elements at the figures, is the template-window not shown
on some screen shots.
On the right side of the working space you'll find the window "Area of responsibility“ . You'll see
at the moment the part Layout opened. You find there different templates with the following
combinations:
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•

titletextfield,

•

text fields,

•

clipart

•

tables,

•

diagrams and

•

objects.

If you have a look at all variants for the layout you'll see, that all convenient combination were
there. The short-info for the layout, called "quick-info“ will be shown when you move your mousepointer over the different layouts.
For your first presentation start with the title-slide. For this click with the mouse on the
corresponding layout-symbol. Your empty slide will change now for the new layout. You'll find
there an area for the title of your presentation and a text field below.

Figure 5: Selection title-slide
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Before you start working on your first presentation, you should acquaint oneself with your working
space.
If you don't need this informations at the moment, then you can leave this chapter and can continue
with Draw up your first presentation. When needed, you can come back to this chapter.
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Introduction to the working space
Under the title border (where you can find the name of your document and the actually used
module) you'll find the
•

menu bar.

Under the menu bar you find three symbol-bars :
•

the standard bar,

•

the presentation bar and

•

the lines and filling bar.

Figure 6: menu bars/symbol-bars
•

The menu bar contains the main-commands for the presentation.
•

In the menu file you'll find the commands for open, draw up (new), save, export and print of
files and closing OpenOffice.org.

•

The menu edit contains commands for the working with your file, like cancel, cut out, copy,
select all, find and replace, the call for the navigator and duplicate.

•

With the commands under the menu look you can change the measure of the representation of
your presentation. You can slot in the different symbol-bars, rulers and status bars and you
can change the look.

•

With the menu insert you can insert new pages, tables, field commands, graphics and so on in
your presentation.

•

The menu format gives you the possibility to change the different objects in your presentation.
You can change the style of the used lines (go through , interrupted), the direction of your
text (diagonal, vertical), the position (spaces) and the size of fonts. Additionally you can call
the layout for slides (if faded out ) (slide layout) and the template for the slide.

•

In the menu tools you can start the spellcheck and the syllabification. Additionally you'll find
here the gallery with the available graphics and under macro you find different entries for the
recording, managing and carry out for the macros. Furthermore you'll find here the entry for
the new Mediaplayer. The mediaplayer gives you the possibility to play sound- or video
objects in your presentation. For the mediaplayer, the JMF (Java Media Framework) must be
installed. In the tools-menu there is also an entry for changing your working area (shortcuts,
menus, toolbars) and another entry with options for the standard adjustments (standard fonts
or user-data).
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•

The menu screen-presentation shows you dialogues, which have to do with your presentation.
You can start the presentation (with or without stopping the time). You can select, how the
presentation will run down (with which page starts the presentation, the style for the mouse
pointer)
(adjustment for the screen-presentation). Additionally you can open the part for the
animations and you can choose how Impress will react after a mouse click.

•

In the menu window you can navigate between your open documents or open a new window or
close another window.

•

The menu help provides you the access to all the different help-functions.

Open the menus and try all the commands. You can retract all your changes regularly in the Editmenu with the command cancel.
The toolbar standard gives you access to all functions like "Edit file", "New" presentation,
"Open file", "Save document", "Export directly as PDF-file" (since version 1.1), "Print",
"Cut", "Copy" and "Paste". Additionally you'll find here the "Back-Arrows". As standard, you
can take back 100 actions. You can increase or decrease this number in both directions.
You can choose purposeful one action from this list. You needn't taking back all
actions in chronological order. The menu will open, when you take a long click on the
arrow-button.
In the toolbar standard you'll find the "navigator".
You find the toolbar presentation on the right side beneath the standard-toolbar. You find on that
toolbar buttons for starting the slide show, access to the template, and for inserting a new slide.
Like other toolbars you can move this toolbar to any other place where you want. You can place it
as a floating window by pressing on the left border and place it where you want (the mouse pointer
changed into a cross with 4 arrows).
The toolbar Lines and filling gives you some tools from this part. You'll find buttons the button
for the "stylist" (templates). In the versions until 1.1.x you'll find at the same place the "objects
bar", which shows you context-sensitive buttons. This has changed since OpenOffice.org 2.0.
When needed, the context-sensitive toolbars will be shown as floating windows. You can have a
look at all toolbars by choosing them in the menu View – toolbars. Have a look at them and test
the different functions. (When you see a hook in front of the toolbar's name, the toolbar is selected,
otherwise it's deselected.)

Figure 7: Toolbar Drawing
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At the bottom of your window, you'll find the:
•

Toolbar Drawing.

In version 1.1 was these toolbar located at the left border of your window. If you prefer this, you
can change the location for this toolbar.
The toolbar drawing contains useful resources for inserting very fast different arrangements in your
presentation. For example, you find a button for inserting a text-field. If you had chosen the place
for the field, you can insert your text.
You find two buttons for graphical elements plus some drop-down-menus with the most important
standard forms, standard symbols, arrows... To learn more about this elements, press the left
mouse-button on one element. A submenu will be opened with more variations of the different
elements.
If you leave the mouse-pointer a longer time over a button, then a short explanation (Quicktip) will
appear.
Make some time for testing the functions of the toolbars with the following example. You can take
all commands back with the "back-arrow", if a command has not the effect, you've expected.
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Small example for testing the toolbars and the "Back-arrows":
Click in the lower text field of your presentation. Choose in the toolbar drawing a rectangle.
Place the rectangle with the mouse in the text field and change the size, that the rectangle is a
quarter of your text field.
Choose an ellipse from the toolbar drawing and place it on the right side of your text field,
change the size. Select in the toolbar line and filling an other colour for the area of the ellipse
(perhaps red).
Click on the lines-and-arrows-button in the toolbar drawing. Then take a stand of the mousepointer in the middle of the right side from your rectangle, press the left mouse button, keep it
pressed and move your mouse-pointer to the left side of the ellipse, let the mouse button go of.
Now, you can choose in the toolbar lines and filling a colour for the arrow and a bigger thickness.
Please note, that the attitude in the toolbar lines and drawing is only valid for the selected object.
You can select an object by clicking on it with the left mouse button. The selection is symbolised
through the coloured squares around the object. By clicking on an already selected object, you
can move the object to another place. By clicking and pulling with pressed mouse button on these
coloured squares you can change the size of the object.
After a right-click on an object the context-menu will appear, where you have access to different
object-characteristics.
Choose the rectangle and insert the text "What first". Mark the text and search a colour for the
text in the toolbar lines and filling.
Place the mouse-pointer in the ellipse and insert the text "And then".
Select the text and choose another colour for the fonts.
Now you can do some experiments with the Back-arrows and can take back different steps or
make them again.

At the end, delete all insertions from this example as a demonstration for the function of the
Undo-symbols.
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On the upper right border or your working area you will find the registers for the different workingviews . You can activate the different views by clicking on the register. OpenOffice.org Impress
gives you the following views (from left to right):
•

View Normal (For drawing),

•

View Structure,

•

View,

•

View Handout.

Select each of this views. Additionally exists the view "slide show". You can reach this command
under the button in the toolbar presentation or by pressing the function key <F5>. You can do it
without this view, because you have only an empty title page.
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Draw up your first presentation
After this short explanation of the working area of Impress you continue with your presentation.
Change the view to "normal". Insert on the title page of the first part a title for the presentation. For
this, click in the upper text field "Insert title by clicking" and insert the text "Introduction in
OpenOffice.org". In the lower text field write "A short overview over the free office-suite", after
clicking in the field.

Figure 8: Title page with inserted text

Add a new page to your presentation. For this, go to the menu Insert and choose the command
page. A new, empty page, will be added. Select with the mouse pointer from the layout a layout
with title, graphic and listed text (the quicktip shows "title, clipart, text"). This selection will be
used immediately for your new page. Insert the text from the first page.
In the lower left half you'll insert a graphic. Make a double-click in this part. Choose in the next
dialog the image, which you wish to insert, and click on "open". (Probably, the dialog can be
different, depending on the used operating system.)
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Figure 9: Dialog for the selection of the picture

Use the lower right half for a bulleted list:
•

free office-suite

•

file-exchange with office-suites from other producers

•

platform-independent (windows, Linux, MacOS and Solaris)

Select the inserted text from your list and change the font size with the toolbar lists and filling to
28. Afterwards make a right-click on the marked text for the context-menu.
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Figure 10: dialog text

Select "text" there. On the register "you can change text" on the right of down the text anchorage
of anchorage "above" on "center".
The result looks then as follows:
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Figure 11: slide 2 with graphic and bulleted list

Until now, you have worked in the view normal of OpenOffice.org Impress. A little bit earlier
you've learned about the registers for the other views. Choose the second register of the left hand
side ("view structure"). You can see now all the slides with the texts:
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Figure 12: view structure

In this view you can control the contents of your slides. You can insert new structure-levels and
distribute contents on the different slides.
The view structure is very helpful for the planning and the arrangement of the content of your
presentation.
The result of your changes can you see with a short delay in the structure view in the left window
"slides".
Select the first row of the second slide and replace the text with "Advantages of OpenOffice.org".
Go to the end of the last row and press the return-button and insert "Transformed for other
operating systems". On your second slide appears a new point.
Place your Mouse pointer behind the title of your second slice and press the return-key. A new slide
(number 3) appears. The structure-points will be moved to slide 3. With the backspace-key you can
take back the changes. The structure points are on slide 2 again.
Repeat the creation of a new slide. But now, press the <Tab>-key instead of the return-key. The
new slide disappears. On the second slide there is only one structure-point at the beginning. This
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point can be deleted with the <backspace>-key.
For your information: With the <Tab>-key have you classified the new slide in a
lower category. The text, which was inserted as title is now a structure-point.
Try this by creating a new slide and inserting text. Then place the mouse pointer in
front of the newly added text and press the <Tab>-key.
As a next step place your mouse-pointer in front of your bulleted list and press the
combination <CAPS>+<Tab>. Your listed text will now change to a new title on the
next slide. With this combination you can change the classification to a higher level.
As you see, changes can be done easily in the structure view.
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effects
Change back to the view Normal (register with "normal").
Choose on the left side of the workspace in the window "slides" side 1 of your presentation.
Select the (lower) text field.

Figure 13: User defined Animation

Open in the task-area on the right side the part "user defined animation". When you press the button
"add" a dialogue appears, where you can choose different effects for the slides. In the register
"start/entry" you'll find elements for the appearance of the text fields on the slide. In the register
"exit" you'll find effects for the disappearance of the text fields. You can choose the different
effects from a list. The effects are sorted in categories by the reaction of the audience. In another
register you'll find paths of animations, which means that different effects are combined. In the
lower part of the dialogue you can adjust the speed of the animations. When you've marked the
"automatic preview" you can see how your presentation is working.
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When you press the "OK"-button, you'll see in the task-area a list with the selected animations. You
can choose from this list an entry as animation for your objects. The name of this animation is
written in bold letters over the part with the adjustments for this entry. Changes can be made for the
kind of starting the effect (with mouse click), for the direction (from outside to inside) or the speed.
With the arrow keys below the list field you can change the order of the effects. If you want to
delete an effect from this list, you can do this with the context-menu (right-click with the mouse) or
by pressing the "delete"-key, when the entry is selected.
You can add sounds for the change from one slide to the next. You find them – like the optical
animations – in the part "slide transition" in the task area. You can select the optical and acoustical
animation-template from a list.
Similar to the optical user defined effects you can choose the speed for the effect, the action, which
starts the effect. When you choose a sound, you can adjust, that the sound should be repeated.
Furthermore, you can choose, if the selected animation is valid only for this slide or all slides.
If you have chosen a sound for the slide transition, you can reach the dialogue through the list-entry
"other sound...". A new dialogue for the selection of the sound-file will appear.

Background and background colour
As a next step, you can add a background colour. Place your mouse-pointer on your slide and call
the menu format > page.
If you hadn't chosen an object, you can click on a free part of your slide with the right
mouse-button and can choose from the appearing context-menu slide > page
adjustment.
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Figure 14: Dialogue page adjustment – background

In the opening window you can select in the register "background" the background colour for
your slide.
You can choose between plain colour, colour gradient, hatching or bitmap. Look at all possibilities
and test them with your presentation.
If you don't like the "standard-colours", you can define new colours. More
informations about this are mentioned in the help-file (menu help > content and
search for "colours" (subsearch "define").
You've been asked about the selection of the background, if the background adjustments are only
valid for all slides. You can change (fast and simple) the adjustments for all slides of your
presentation (master function).
If you want to create a special background (for example using a graphic or a logo) go to the menu
bar view > master > slide master into the master view of the slides. Now you can go to the menu
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insert receive through the command image > from file a dialog for the selection of the image you
want to insert. Confirm your selection with the "open"-button. Select the image and call for the
context-menu (click with the right mouse-button). Choose position and size. In the following
dialog you can change the size and the alignment of your graphic.

Figure 15: Dialog position and size

Eventually, you'll have to go to the context-menu arrangement and put your graphic in the right
level (maybe in the level behind the text boxes).
In the slide master view you can change the text styles of the structure-texts and the colours. Leave
the slide master view by clicking in the menu bar master view on the button "close master view".
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Saving
You can save your presentation with the menu file > save or by clicking on the button "save" (disk
symbol). You can also use the menu file > save as... and may define a path.
You can save your presentation as a template for using it as a base for your next presentation.
First, you should know, where you have to save the template. You can see the path in
the menu tools > options "OpenOffice.org", "paths", "templates".
When you know the path, go to the dialog under file > save as..., select the correct directory, give it
a easy-to-know-name without file-extension and select in the list-field file type "OpenDocument
Presentation Template" (or the format of the older versions: OpenOffice.org 1.0 Presentation
Template).
You can use two paths for the templates (one directory for the templates for all users
and one directory for your own templates). You have to save your templates into your
own directory.
If you use a multi-user-system like Linux or Windows XP Professional the operating
system will check, if you have write-access to the chosen directory. Normally you
only have reading-access but not writing-access. When the template should be
available for all users, you have to talk with your administrator.
When you start OpenOffice.org for the next time, go to the menu file > templates > manage. You
can see in the left list-field after a double-click on "My templates" your saved template. After
closing this dialog-box, you can use the wizard for creating a new presentation. Now you'll find
your own template under step 1 in the register "My templates".

Notes
You can make some notes for your presentation quite easy. Choose the register notes in the taskarea. You'll see the notes-area to your slide, where you can write down some headwords or your
lecture-text.
When you print your presentation, you can choose, if this part will be printed too or not.

Handouts
In the view Handout you can check, how the documents for the listeners look like. If you prefer
another sharing out of the slides, you can change the Layout in the right side of the working area.
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This selection is used after a mouse click for all pages of the handout.

Printing
If you want to print your presentation directly, you can click on the printer-button (printer symbol)
in the standard-toolbar. Special adjustments can be done with the menu file > print.
Here you can define if all pages should be printed or only separate pages.
When you click on the button "Additional Tools" a dialog box will appear, where you can define,
that notes or handouts should be printed too.

Presentation of your slide show
Open your presentation with file > open.
Start the slide show with the menu slide show > slide show or with the button in the toolbar. As
alternative, you can start the slide show with the function-key <F5> .
When you're a windows-user, you can use the short-cut <Strg>+<F2> (for versions of
OpenOffice.org until 1.0.3). In the version 1.1.x, for starting of the slide show you can
press the <F9> button.
The short-cut <Strg>+<F2> is used with Linux/KDE for another action. If you use
Linux/KDE with a version of OpenOffice.org 1.0.3 (or lower) you should adapt the
short-cut with tools > adapt , as solution for the conflict.
After a short moment, the first slide of your presentation will appear. If you hadn't chosen an
automatic change to the next slide, you can reach the next slide by clicking with the left mousebutton or by pressing the space-bar.
Use a cordless mouse (or one with a long cord), so you have the possibility for
bigger moves during your lecture.
If you want to go back to the previous slide, press the right mouse-button. You can also use the
arrow-keys for browsing fast back or forward.
If you want to browse to a slide, which is near the end (while you're on the very beginning), you
can use the navigator. For calling the navigator, press the <shift>-key and the function-key <F5>
(until version 1.1 only the function-key <F5>). The navigator appears on your actual presentationslide.
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Additionally you can cancel your presentation with the <ESC>-button (is needed by
OpenOffice.org 1.0.3). Click in the standard-toolbar on the button with the compass.
You can choose with the mouse in the open navigator-window the slide you want to go to or you
can browse with the arrow-keys on the upper border of the window. If you double click on a slide,
this slide will be shown immediately in the edit-area.
With the <ESC>-key you can cancel your presentation at any time.

Export of your file as HTML-file
You want to show your presentation with internet-techniques. This can be needed, when on the
computer, which you use for the presentation, OpenOffice.org isn't installed.
For this, choose in the menu file the submenu export. A dialog will be opened, where you can insert
the file-name and the directory for saving the file. As file-extension "HTML-document
(OpenOffice.org Impress)" is preselected. The extension HTML will be added automatically (if you
haven't deselected the automatic file-extension). When you click on "export", the next dialog will
appear.

Figure 16: dialog box: Design

When you open this dialog for the first time, there is no "existing design", so you have to add a
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"new design", which you can use for other presentations as well. Leave the pre-installed settings as
they are and click on "next". The following dialog will appear:

Figure 17: dialog box: HTML-adjustment

On the left hand side you can choose how your HTML-code should look like. Leave the preinstalled settings as they are.
On the right side you should ask OpenOffice.org to create a title-page (index-file). Deselect "show
notes". If you do not deselect them, then on each page will a note-area be added. But this isn't
needed for your presentation. Click on "next" and a new dialog will appear.
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Figure 18: dialog box: graphic / screen size

Here you can choose, in which format (gif or jpeg) your graphics will be saved and how strong they
will be compressed (only possible, if you choose jpeg). On the right side you can enter the screen
size for your presentation. Choose "middle screen size". In the lower part of the window, you can
select or deselect, if sounds should be used when the slides are changing. Press the "next" button
and the next dialog box will appear:
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Figure 19: dialog box: author and other informations

Here you can enter for the newly created title-page your personal data and additionally other data.
By clicking on the button "next" you reach the following dialog.
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Figure 20: dialog box: buttons

Here you can choose a button-set for your presentation. Deselect "Only text" and apply your
choice by clicking on the button "next". Now you can choose the colour-scheme for your
document.
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Figure 21: dialog box: colour-scheme and background

Leave the pre-installed settings as they are and use the colour-scheme of your document.
Alternatively you can use the settings of your browser or other - quite different – settings – as you
like. If you want to choose your own settings, you can do this with the different buttons "text",
"hyperlink" and so on by entering different colours. When you've entered everything, then click
on the button "finish". The export of your presentation is finished and you can look at it with a
browser.

Export of your presentation as PDF-file
Since version 1.1 of OpenOffice.org, it's possible to save (export) a file directly as a pdf-file. You
needn't another program for creating these files. You only have to click on the button
in the
menu bar. An other way for this function is to use the menu file > export as PDF.
This way has the advantage, that you can manipulate the quality-standard of the
created file.
In the following dialog you have to enter a name for the file and the directory, where it should be
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saved. Apply your entries by clicking on the button "export".
The dialog changes again:

Figure 22: dialog PDF-options

Here you can choose, which slides should be exported (all, special pages...), the quality-level of
your graphics. In the lower part of the window, you'll find options, if the animations and the notes
should be added too, and if a "tagged" PDF-file will be created. A tagged PDF-file has some
advantages: If you use this file on the internet, the beginning will be shown, during the rest of the
file will be downloaded. Additionally, hyperlinks have the same function in the pdf-file as in the
original document. If you have made your selections, click on "export" and the file will be
finished. If you have cancelled the creation of the file in the previous step, you probably have to
delete the empty pdf-file, which Impress has already created.
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1.0 DEFINITIONS.

2.1 Initial Writer Grant.

1.1. "Commercial Use" means distribution or otherwise making
the Documentation available to a third party.

The Initial Writer hereby grants You a world-wide, royaltyfree, non-exclusive license to use, reproduce, prepare
Modifications of, compile, publicly perform, publicly display,
demonstrate, market, disclose and distribute the
Documentation in any form, on any media or via any
Electronic Distribution Mechanism or other method now
known or later discovered, and to sublicense the foregoing
rights to third parties through multiple tiers of sublicensees in
accordance with the terms of this License.

1.2. "Contributor" means a person or entity who creates or
contributes to the creation of Modifications.
1.3. "Documentation" means the Original Documentation or
Modifications or the combination of the Original
Documentation and Modifications, in each case including
portions thereof.
1.4. "Electronic Distribution Mechanism" means a mechanism
generally accepted for the electronic transfer of data.

The license rights granted in this Section 2.1 ("Initial Writer
Grant") are effective on the date Initial Writer first distributes
Original Documentation under the terms of this License.

1.5. "Initial Writer" means the individual or entity identified as
the Initial Writer in the notice required by the Appendix.

2.2. Contributor Grant.

1.6. "Larger Work" means a work which combines
Documentation or portions thereof with documentation or
other writings not governed by the terms of this License.
1.7. "License" means this document.
1.8. "Modifications" means any addition to or deletion from the
substance or structure of either the Original Documentation or
any previous Modifications, such as a translation, abridgment,
condensation, or any other form in which the Original
Documentation or previous Modifications may be recast,
transformed or adapted. A work consisting of editorial
revisions, annotations, elaborations, and other modifications
which, as a whole represent an original work of authorship, is a
Modification. For example, when Documentation is released
as a series of documents, a Modification is:
A. Any addition to or deletion from the contents of the Original
Documentation or previous Modifications.
B. Any new documentation that contains any part of the
Original Documentation or previous Modifications.
1.9. "Original Documentation" means documentation described
as Original Documentation in the notice required by the
Appendix, and which, at the time of its release under this
License is not already Documentation governed by this
License.
1.10. "Editable Form" means the preferred form of the
Documentation for making Modifications to it. The
Documentation can be in an electronic, compressed or archival
form, provided the appropriate decompression or de-archiving
software is widely available for no charge.
1.11. "You" (or "Your") means an individual or a legal entity
exercising rights under, and complying with all of the terms of
this License or a future version of this License issued under
Section 5.0 ("Versions of the License"). For legal entities,
"You" includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or
is under common control with You. For purposes of this
definition, "control" means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to
cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by
contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty
percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial
ownership of such entity.
2.0 LICENSE GRANTS.
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Each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royaltyfree, non-exclusive license to use, reproduce, prepare
Modifications of, compile, publicly perform, publicly display,
demonstrate, market, disclose and distribute the
Documentation in any form, on any media or via any
Electronic Distribution Mechanism or other method now
known or later discovered, and to sublicense the foregoing
rights to third parties through multiple tiers of sublicensees in
accordance with the terms of this License.
The license rights granted in this Section 2.2 ("Contributor
Grant") are effective on the date Contributor first makes
Commercial Use of the Documentation.
3.0 DISTRIBUTION OBLIGATIONS.
3.1. Application of License.
The Modifications which You create or to which You
contribute are governed by the terms of this License, including
without limitation Section 2.2 ("Contributor Grant"). The
Documentation may be distributed only under the terms of this
License or a future version of this License released in
accordance with Section 5.0 ("Versions of the License"), and
You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the
Documentation You distribute. You may not offer or impose
any terms that alter or restrict the applicable version of this
License or the recipients' rights hereunder. However, You may
include an additional document offering the additional rights
described in Section 3.5 ("Required Notices").
3.2. Availability of Documentation.
Any Modification which You create or to which You
contribute must be made available publicly in Editable Form
under the terms of this License via a fixed medium or an
accepted Electronic Distribution Mechanism.
3.3. Description of Modifications.
All Documentation to which You contribute must identify the
changes You made to create that Documentation and the date
of any change. You must include a prominent statement that
the Modification is derived, directly or indirectly, from
Original Documentation provided by the Initial Writer and
include the name of the Initial Writer in the Documentation or
via an electronic link that describes the origin or ownership of
the Documentation. The foregoing change documentation may
be created by using an electronic program that automatically
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tracks changes to the Documentation, and such changes must
be available publicly for at least five years following release of
the changed Documentation.
3.4. Intellectual Property Matters.
Contributor represents that Contributor believes that
Contributor's Modifications are Contributor's original
creation(s) and/or Contributor has sufficient rights to grant the
rights conveyed by this License.
3.5. Required Notices.
You must duplicate the notice in the Appendix in each file of
the Documentation. If it is not possible to put such notice in a
particular Documentation file due to its structure, then You
must include such notice in a location (such as a relevant
directory) where a reader would be likely to look for such a
notice, for example, via a hyperlink in each file of the
Documentation that takes the reader to a page that describes
the origin and ownership of the Documentation. If You
created one or more Modification(s) You may add your name
as a Contributor to the notice described in the Appendix.
You must also duplicate this License in any Documentation
file (or with a hyperlink in each file of the Documentation)
where You describe recipients' rights or ownership rights.
You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee for, warranty,
support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more
recipients of Documentation. However, You may do so only on
Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Writer or any
Contributor. You must make it absolutely clear than any such
warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered
by You alone, and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial
Writer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the
Initial Writer or such Contributor as a result of warranty,
support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.
3.6. Larger Works.
You may create a Larger Work by combining Documentation
with other documents not governed by the terms of this
License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In
such a case, You must make sure the requirements of this
License are fulfilled for the Documentation.
4.0 APPLICATION OF THIS LICENSE.
This License applies to Documentation to which the Initial
Writer has attached this License and the notice in the
Appendix.
5.0 VERSIONS OF THE LICENSE.
5.1. New Versions.
Initial Writer may publish revised and/or new versions of the
License from time to time. Each version will be given a
distinguishing version number.
5.2. Effect of New Versions.
Once Documentation has been published under a particular
version of the License, You may always continue to use it
under the terms of that version. You may also choose to use
such Documentation under the terms of any subsequent version
of the License published by______________________ [Insert
name of the foundation, company, Initial Writer, or whoever
may modify this License]. No one other than
________________________[Insert name of the foundation,
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company, Initial Writer, or whoever may modify this License]
has the right to modify the terms of this License. Filling in the
name of the Initial Writer, Original Documentation or
Contributor in the notice described in the Appendix shall not
be deemed to be Modifications of this License.
6.0 DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.
DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS
LICENSE ON AN "AS IS'' BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, WARRANTIES
THAT THE DOCUMENTATION IS FREE OF DEFECTS,
MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE
QUALITY, ACCURACY, AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
DOCUMENTATION IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY
DOCUMENTATION PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY
RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL WRITER OR ANY
OTHER CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY
NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN
ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE OF ANY
DOCUMENTATION IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER
EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.
7.0 TERMINATION.
This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate
automatically if You fail to comply with terms herein and fail
to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the
breach. All sublicenses to the Documentation which are
properly granted shall survive any termination of this License.
Provisions which, by their nature, must remain in effect
beyond the termination of this License shall survive.
8.0 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL
THEORY, WHETHER IN TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL
THE INITIAL WRITER, ANY OTHER CONTRIBUTOR, OR
ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY
SUPPLIER OF ANY OF SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO
ANY PERSON FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF
ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF GOODWILL,
WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR
MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER DAMAGES
OR LOSSES ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THE
USE OF THE DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF SUCH PARTY
SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES.
9.0 U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.
If Documentation is being acquired by or on behalf of the U.S.
Government or by a U.S. Government prime contractor or
subcontractor (at any tier), then the Government's rights in
Documentation will be only as set forth in this Agreement; this
is in accordance with 48 CFR 227.7201 through 227.7202-4
(for Department of Defense (DOD) acquisitions) and with 48
CFR 2.101 and 12.212 (for non-DOD acquisitions).
10.0 MISCELLANEOUS.
This License represents the complete agreement concerning the
subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License is held to
be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the
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extent necessary to make it enforceable. This License shall be
governed by California law, excluding its conflict-of-law
provisions. With respect to disputes or any litigation relating to
this License, the losing party is responsible for costs, including
without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys' fees
and expenses. The application of the United Nations
Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is
expressly excluded. Any law or regulation which provides that
the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter
shall not apply to this License.
Appendix
Public Documentation License Notice
The contents of this Documentation are subject to the Public
Documentation License Version 1.0 (the "License"); you may
only use this Documentation if you comply with the terms of
this License. A copy of the License is available at
http://www.openoffice.org/licenses/PDL.rtf.
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The Original Documentation is _________________. The
Initial Writer of the Original Documentation is
______________________ (C) ____. All Rights Reserved.
(Initial Writer contact(s):_______________[Insert
hyperlink/alias].)
Contributor(s):
______________________________________.
Portions created by ______ are Copyright (C)_________[Insert
year(s)]. All Rights Reserved. (Contributor
contact(s):________________[Insert hyperlink/alias]).
Note: The text of this Appendix may differ slightly from the
text of the notices in the files of the Original Documentation.
You should use the text of this Appendix rather than the text
found in the Original Documentation for Your Modifications.
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